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Record LinkageRecord Linkage
 What is record linkage?What is record linkage?

 Process that joins two records Process that joins two records 
of information for a particular of information for a particular 
individual or familyindividual or family

 Applications of Record Applications of Record 
LinkageLinkage
 Genealogical researchGenealogical research

 Census RecordsCensus Records
 Ecclesiastical RecordsEcclesiastical Records

 Medical researchMedical research
 Data storageData storage
 Government Government 



Census DataCensus Data
 Benefits of census dataBenefits of census data

 Information Information 
 CompletenessCompleteness
 Starting point for genealogical Starting point for genealogical 

researchresearch
 Collection methodsCollection methods

 TrainingTraining
 Instruction given to enumeratorsInstruction given to enumerators

 Concerns with census dataConcerns with census data
 Correctness of dataCorrectness of data
 AgeAge
 Place of originPlace of origin

http://images.google.com/imgres?imgurl=williams.genealogy.fm/records_pages/census_pics/0231a%2520-%25201850%2520Jasper%2520Co.,%2520Tx.gif&imgrefurl=http://williams.genealogy.fm/state_pages/alabama.htm&h=1000&w=736&sz=206&tbnid=ee2yiOfAkKEJ:&tbnh=148&tbnw=109&prev=/images%3Fq%3Dcensus%2Bpages%26start%3D20%26hl%3Den%26lr%3D%26ie%3DUTF-8%26oe%3DUTF-8%26sa%3DN


Census IndexesCensus Indexes

 What is a census indexWhat is a census index
 Head of HouseholdHead of Household
 Individuals with different last namesIndividuals with different last names
 Subset of questionsSubset of questions
 Availability of census records.  Census record access Availability of census records.  Census record access 

limited from 1930 to present for privacylimited from 1930 to present for privacy

 Fields available in census record indexesFields available in census record indexes
 Surname, given name, age, gender, race, place of origin, Surname, given name, age, gender, race, place of origin, 

state, county, census page information state, county, census page information 



Probabilistic MethodologyProbabilistic Methodology

 3 decisions possible (3 decisions possible (ei) where i=1,2,3

 Definitions of Events Definitions of Events eeii where  where i=1,2,3i=1,2,3

ee11  two fields are atwo fields are a  match (positive link)match (positive link)

ee22  two fields are a of undetermined statustwo fields are a of undetermined status

ee33  two fields are a non-match (positive non-link)two fields are a non-match (positive non-link)

 Overview of Theory



Probabilistic MethodologyProbabilistic Methodology
 A weight is calculated for each field based on conditional A weight is calculated for each field based on conditional 

and unconditional probabilitiesand unconditional probabilities
 Definitions of ProbabilitiesDefinitions of Probabilities

 P (ei|M) can be calculated from a known set of matches
 P (ei) can be estimated using sample pairs
 P (M) is constant for all comparisons

 A score for each comparison is calculated (sum of the A score for each comparison is calculated (sum of the 
weights)weights)

 Threshold Values are used to determine the classification Threshold Values are used to determine the classification 
of each record comparisonof each record comparison



Probabilistic MethodologyProbabilistic Methodology
Calculating the Weights
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Probabilistic MethodologyProbabilistic Methodology

The Scores
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A Weight is calculated for k fields, the score is the 
sum of those weights



Probabilistic MethodologyProbabilistic Methodology

Tλ =Tµ = 1.806

Tλ =Tµ = 2.504



Project DataProject Data

 Census Record Census Record 
availabilityavailability

 Geographical areas Geographical areas 
sampledsampled
 CaliforniaCalifornia
 ConnecticutConnecticut
 IllinoisIllinois
 MichiganMichigan
 LouisianaLouisiana



Project DataProject Data

 Sampled counties from Sampled counties from 
1910 and 1920.  1910 and 1920.  
 County boundaries that County boundaries that 

changed were eliminated changed were eliminated 
from selectionfrom selection

 Records were extracted Records were extracted 
for the counties of for the counties of 
interestinterest



Project DataProject Data
STATE Record 

Size
Matches

Connecticut 18,799 2,405

Illinois 32,211 4,984

Louisiana 18,233 596

Michigan 31,497 4,539

Southern 
California

32,684 2,779

Northern 
California

21,436 1,943



Algorithm AdaptationsAlgorithm Adaptations
 Place of Origin IndexPlace of Origin Index

 Prussia in 1920 matches Germany in 1910Prussia in 1920 matches Germany in 1910
 Hungary and Austria match for either yearHungary and Austria match for either year

 Enumeration Locality IndexEnumeration Locality Index
 Considerations for AgeConsiderations for Age

 Range of 8-12 years classified as “same”Range of 8-12 years classified as “same”
 Range of 7 and 13 years classified as “close”Range of 7 and 13 years classified as “close”
 Range greater than 13 years and less then 7 years classified Range greater than 13 years and less then 7 years classified 

as “different”as “different”



ResultsResults

Averaged:  Fields Weight for 
“Same”

Weight for 
“Close”

Weight for 
“Different”

Given Name 4.18009 -1.2599 -4.76084

First 3 letters of Given Name  3.3928  

First letter of Given Name  0.357  

Last 3 letters of Given Name  -0.2251  

Age 2.45507 -0.1078 -2.63094

Race 0.18305 0.84357 -1.58802

Place or Origin 1.49957 -0.9575 -2.66818

Locale of Census 2.02468 1.52134 -1.35869

County 0.50254  -3.16472



Score CalculationScore Calculation

Given name - match, Age - match, Gender - match,            Given name - match, Age - match, Gender - match,            
           Race - match, Origin - match, State match,            Race - match, Origin - match, State match, 
County - match and District - match.  Provides a score County - match and District - match.  Provides a score 
ofof

4.18 + 2.45 + 0.18 - 2.67 + 2.02 + 0.50 + 2.02 = 6.4984.18 + 2.45 + 0.18 - 2.67 + 2.02 + 0.50 + 2.02 = 6.498
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ResultsResults

Error Rates obtained using Averaged Weights

Census Record Set Tμ = 2.405 Tμ  = 1.806 Tλ  = 2.405 Tλ  = 1.806

Connecticut 0.04075 0.01414 0.01701 0.02542

Illinois 0.01083 0.00522 0.0141 0.01233

Louisiana 0.02687 0.0198 0.01346 0.02359

Michigan 0.02600 0.01763 0.00902 0.01316

Southern California 0.04282 0.03203 0.01293 0.0169

Northern California 0.02162 0.01338 0.00842 0.01302



ResultsResults

 Problems encountered with blocking deal mainly with Problems encountered with blocking deal mainly with 
surnamesurname

 Misspellings cause problems with matching first name.  Misspellings cause problems with matching first name.  
 Highest weight: record pair not identified as a potential Highest weight: record pair not identified as a potential 

match because the negative weight for the classification of match because the negative weight for the classification of 
“different” is given to the score.“different” is given to the score.



ResultsResults

 Recommendations for using the averaged weights:Recommendations for using the averaged weights:
 Averaged weights obtained in this project can be used Averaged weights obtained in this project can be used 

when linking indexed census records from 1910 and 1920when linking indexed census records from 1910 and 1920
 When linking census records between other decades new When linking census records between other decades new 

weights need to be calculated. (this will take into account weights need to be calculated. (this will take into account 
the population fluctuations of the time period.)the population fluctuations of the time period.)



DiscussionDiscussion

 Pros for Averaged WeightsPros for Averaged Weights
 Time savingTime saving

 Do not need a set of known matches to calculate Do not need a set of known matches to calculate 
conditional and unconditional probabilitiesconditional and unconditional probabilities

 Low error ratesLow error rates
 RobustnessRobustness

 Cons for Averaged WeightsCons for Averaged Weights
 Better results were obtained using other weights for some Better results were obtained using other weights for some 

data setsdata sets



Future ResearchFuture Research

 Linkage ProblemsLinkage Problems
 Not using a compression codeNot using a compression code
 Misspellings in given nameMisspellings in given name

 Solution: Use a secondary algorithm that counts the Solution: Use a secondary algorithm that counts the 
number of letters that match and take the number of letters that match and take the 
corresponding percentage of the weight and apply that corresponding percentage of the weight and apply that 
to the scoreto the score
 Briggs and Briggo apply 83% of the weightBriggs and Briggo apply 83% of the weight
 Take off all ‘s’ at the end of a surnameTake off all ‘s’ at the end of a surname
 Apply secondary algorithm to given nameApply secondary algorithm to given name
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